THE PSYCHO-ANALYTIC STUDY OF THE FAMILY
than that of the idea of returning to the mother's womb, with
which it is so frequently associated. In its indirect (displaced)
representation in consciousness, this idea of birth or re-birth
will find expression as an emergence from any of the places
which serve as symbols for the womb—an island, grave, room,
church or other building, or again—and very typically—in the
process of forcing one's way through a tunnel, narrow passage,
staircase or other enclosed space, out into some relatively open
locality. More especially, however, is the idea connected in one
way or another with a passage through or out of water—a
pond, river, canal, lake or the sea. It is thus for instance that
it appears in a typical form of myth relating to the birth of
some heroic personage (e. g. Moses, Kama, Perseus, Romulus,
Siegfried, Lohengrin) in which the birth is symbolically
represented by the child's floating on the water in a cradle, boat
or basket1.
Birth and fear Birth phantasies of this kind are frequently accompanied
by the idea of difficulty or danger and by a corresponding
emotion of fear. According to Freud*, the connection between
fear and the act of birth is a very intimate one; birth with its
attendant profound changes of physiological and environmental
conditions and its manifold dangers and discomforts, having
become, as it were, the prototype of all situations of a
threatening or disquieting character or in which life itself
appears to be menaced. Our word Anxiety—like the French
Angoisse, the German Angst, the Latin anxius, angere, angustus,
the Greek &vx^i all °* which appear to be connected with the
Sanskrit anhus or anhas, signifying narrowness or constriction
—bears witness to the fundamental association of fear with
pressure and shortness of breath, which—the former owing to
the passage through the narrow vagina, the latter to the inter-
ruption of the foetal circulation—constitute the most menacing"
and terrifying aspects of the birth process.
The meaning         If, and in so far as, the phantasy of re-entering the mother's
s       womb represents a desire to escape  from  the difficulties and
trials of life into the condition of peace and  protection which
the pre-natal period of life afforded, the idea of rebirth would
naturally seem to give expression to the tendency to emerge
1	O. Rank, "The Myth of the Birth of the Hero.0
2	"Vorlesungen zur Einftthrung in die Psychoanalyse," 461.
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